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The Comparison Trap

As more and more children battle to be the best at younger and younger ages, what is the damage to those
children around them, who spend large amounts of time comparing themselves to their higher performing
peers in terms of their own long term development and potential future participation? Potentially it is
huge and we must do all that we can as parents and educators to avoid the children we are involved with
getting sucked into ‘The Comparison Trap’.
When your child first sets out on their sporting career and are attempting sports for the first time one of
their main forms of feedback is how they compare themselves to others. You may say that this is mad,
but it is one of their most significant forms of feedback.
We know that there are many discrepancies during these early sporting experiences. Some children are
well ahead of the game due to the amount of time they may have spent practising a specific sport or they
may be physically and emotionally more developed for their age.
If your child compares themselves to some of these early developed athletes they run the risk of
dropping out of the sport too early and as parents we need to do all that we can to help manage the
situation. We can be all too quick to label our children potentially in a way that may hold them back,
comparing themselves to us or other players, or giving them specific positions or even defining them on
their sporting prowess in a particular sport.
We run the risk of labelling our child musical or sporty without giving them the chance to properly
develop in a particular field. The reason for this is that a lot of time may need to be committed to
improve a particular skill and we take the starting point sometimes as a sign of what they may be capable

of. It is far easier for parents to motivate and invest time for their children in something where there is
already some perceived success as opposed to developing areas of weakness.
Children need to know that they all develop at different rates and at different times and as parents we
need to understand that sporting development is never the lovely line that we see in the first diagram
below, but more like the second one.
how talent develops

Children will have periods where they plateau, where they grow quickly, where they improve rapidly,
where they get worse and this is all part of the sporting process. The latter one is a difficult one for
parents to watch and see but it is a reality.
One thing is clear, current or early sporting performance is not a good indicator of future sporting
success.
Think back to your own childhood, people you may have seen or played with who were so far ahead of
the game at a young age but then never featured as they hit the teenage years or moved into adulthood.
Many international junior sportsman in a number of different sports struggle to make the jump from
junior to senior athlete.
There are so many stories of athletes who were average at a younger age, who never really featured
prominently who went on to become far better sportsmen and women than many of their earlier high
performing peers.
As parents, understanding this is crucial if we wish to manage the situation successfully. Many children
will soon lose the motivation of turning up to training and matches each week if they are regularly
comparing themselves to others and see their team mates or opposition as ‘miles better than them.’
This can be even more testing for parents and athletes as many selection and talent programs select the
physically dominant performer, the one who is competing well in the here and now and not the one who
may develop much further down the line.
However, as parents we need to understand how and why this may happen and communicate it
effectively with our children, letting them know the following in whichever type of language we choose
to use:
1. Physical advantage – some children are bigger, stronger and quicker and they will always dominate
at a younger age.
2. Emotional maturity – some children are emotionally more mature, can listen to coaches more
effectively, deal with competition better and cope with situations in a far better way than some other

children.
3. Time spent – a child who has spent double the time on a chosen sport or a skill generally as a rule
should have a significant advantage over the other. At a young age this can be even more pronounced
but that does not mean that it cannot be caught up but it will need time.
4. Skills – can be developed and they are not based on physical characteristics
We have to accept as parents that there will always be someone better. However, our children need to
understand more that they must not compare themselves to others! They can enjoy playing with these
players, competing against them and indeed even learning from them but they must never feel a failure or
threaten to walk away from a sport just because they are not as good as someone else. Not at least until
they have given themselves plenty of time to develop.
They will never know what they are truly capable of until they have truly invested the time and effort.
So the next time your feel that your children maybe falling into ‘The Comparison Trap’, be armed and
ready to explain to them why comparisons may not be such a good idea! Ensure they know that sport and
development is a long term investment and success is not necessarily in the here and now.
If you enjoyed this you can find all my other ConnectedCoaches blogs here. You can find out more
about me by visiting my profile.
Login to follow, share, comment and participate. Not a member? Join for free now.
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